ABSTRACT. An Einstein's connection which takes the form (3.1) is called an ME-connection.
idea of semi-symmetric connection, and Hayden ([11] , 1932) the concept of metric connection. Recently, Yano ([20] , 1970), Yano & hnai ([19] , 1975 ) and Imai ([13] , 172; [4] , 73) assigned a semi-symmetric metric connection to an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold and found many results concerning this manifold.
Recently, Ko ([15] , 1987) and Yoo ([2] . lSS)introduced a new concept of ME-manifold in n-g-UFT, assigning to X,, a ME-connection which is similar to Yano and Imai's semi-symmetric metric connection, and investigated its curvature tensors and conformal change in n-g-UFT. The purpose to introduce this manifold is similar to Chung's purpose to introduce SE-manifold.
The purpose of the present paper is to introduce a new concept of the n-dimensional *g-MEmanifold (denoted by *g-MEX,, ), assigning an Einstein's connection of the form (3.1) to Xn, called a ME-connection in what follows, and investigate its properties. This paper consists of five sections. The second section introduces some preliminary notations, definitions, and results. The third section concerns with a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of unique ME-connection in n-*g-UFT.
The fourth section deals with a precise tensorial representation of the ME-connection in terms of .gx. [161, 1985) .
A. n-DIMENSIONAL *g-UNIFIED FIELD THEORY.
Hlavat characterized Einstein's 4-dimensional unified field theory (4-g-UFT) as a set of geometrical postulates in a space-time X4 for the first time and gave its mathematical foundation.
Generalizing this theory we may consider Einstein's n-dimensional unified field theory(n-g-UFT). Similarly, our n-dimensional *g-unified field theory(n-*g-UFT), initiated by Chung(1963) and originally suggested by Hlavat: (1957) , is based on the following three principles.
Principle A. Let X,, be a n-dimensional generalized Riemannian manifold referred to a real coordinate system x", which obeys coordinate transformation x" -- (3.1) , and substitute it into both sides of (2.8).
This substitution yields the relation (3.7)a, which is satisfied by our assumption. Hence, a connection of the form (3.1) is an Einstein's connection under the condition (3.7)a. In order to show the equivalence of (3.7)a and (3.7)b, consider the following alternative form (3.7)a: V,,,"k,, -2"gt,X,., + 2" h,.o,X t, 2* h,.,t," kX, -4 {2)" k,,( ,Xt, (3.9) The equivalence immediately follows from (3.9) in virtue of (3.4)b. REMARK 3.4. Using (3.4)b and (3.9), it can be easily shown that the following relation is also equivalent to (3.7)a: V,,,*k. t, 2(4*k,4xXt, *kxgX,., 2 (2)*k,,,[xX,]) (3.10) In our further considerations we shall assume that the tensor ' (3.11) A,, -n*g + *g is of rank n, so that there exists a unique tensor B x'" satisfying the condition Axt,B Besides the ME-connection F, given by (3.1) and (3.14), assume that there exists another ME-connection F"t, {x''t,} + 2,''X#-2*gxt,X,, Xx Xx (3.17) Applying the same method to derive (3.14) to this connection, we have X, C B X , which is a contradiction to our assumption (3.17) . This proves the uniqueness of the MEconnection under the condition (3.13).
*g-ME-MANIFOLD AND A REPRESENTATION OF ITS CONNECTION.
In this section, we introduce the concei)t of *g-ME-manifold and display a surveyable tensorial representation of a unique ME-connection FxVu in terms of the tensor field "9 xv using two useful recurrence relations. AGREEMENT4.1. In our further considerations in the present paper, we impose priori the following conditions to the tensor field (a) The quantity Odd 1-n( 0) ( 
4.1) l+n
is not a basic scalar of Xn(see (2.13) Substituting (")Xx again from (4.7) into the first term on the right-hand side of (4.13)a and making use of (4.4) and (4.12), we have
Similarly, the second step may be carried out as in the above first step. The substitution of ("-I)X. into (4.13)b in the first and that of ("-2)Xx into the resulting relation in the second give I
((")Q, + H2 ("-2)Q,,) H4 ('-3)X + 'h',("-'+)X,, (5.17) in 2-*g-UFT. Note the difference between (5.13) and (5.17) .
